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Mr. Podmore seems hard to please : perhaps it would
be more exact to say that nothing which confirmed
Spiritualism would please him. What does Mr. Podmore
mean by “unanswered ” ? There is no answer which could
make it impossible for some one to go on asking the
question. But the value of Mr. Podmore’s doubt may be
gathered from his confessed ground for suspicion. He
thought it wise to say—“ Nor was the assumption of fraud
on Mr. Moses’ part so altogether incredible as had been
represented.” And what does the ingenuous reader think
was Mr. Moses’ motive for “fraud”? Let Mr. Podmore
have the stage to himself while he tells us:—
It is true he did not succeed in obtaining anything which to
a sane mind could seem an adequate return for systematic and
lifelong deception. But, firstly, we must look, not to what was
actually achieved, but to what might have been hoped for in the
way of social position and reputation.

A certain Thomas Stevens, apparently well known in
America, has been travelling to some purpose in India. He
was beset with a keen desire to look into the conjuring or
the “ miracles that have been puzzling us ever since Marco
Polo first tolcl us about them six centuries ago.” He has
come back with the conviction that he must vote for
“ miracles ” as against conjuring. His experiences among
the Yogis have convinced him that they are really “ in touch
with occult forces of nature unknown to the rest of the
world.” He is evidently a wide-awake and companionable
person, and got his reward in a nearer view and a closer
acquaintanceship than usually falls to the lot of the
European.

Two of his results are notable. With his kodak he
has taken a great number of pictures of “ miracles,” to
refute such of the psychical researchers as say that the
wonders are subjective and can be explained by hypnotic
suggestion. As he says, his kodak was not hypnotised. His
second result may be even more fruitful. He claims to
have got into the confidence of one of the workers of
“ miracles,” and to have brought away the great secret,
concerning which he says :—
Do not understand mo to say that I am now able to work
these miracles. Not everybody will be able to do these things,

And this, if spoken glibly, was still spoken seriously. It
is full of the suggestio mali which nearly always drags after
it the suggestio falsi ; but the grotesqueness of it is its
main characteristic. Fancy a man like Mr. Moses trying
to reach “ social position and reputation ” through
Spiritualism ! One might as well say that Mr. Keir Hardie
m bidding for a baronetcy, or that Mr, Haweis is trying to
be made a bishop. What foolishness men will talk when
even when they know the key to the mystery ; but there are
they once make up their minds to deny a thing and stick people here in New York who have it in them, and require but
to it!
the knowledge imparted to me by the Yogi in order to outdo
all the magicians of the East. Whenever we have picked up
"The Harbinger of Light ” reports a lecture, by Pro- anything from the Orientals we have usually managed to beat
b®or Laurie, in Melbourne (Australia), on “ Six Months’ them at their own game, and I predict that the rule will hold
sythical Research.” “ The Harbinger of Light ” shrewdly good as to miracles and magic.
^inarks: “If the Professor was in search of truth his
We shall await Mr, Stevens’elucidations with decided
Marches’ have been in vain. If, on the other hand interest.
■ *ich seems most probable), he was in search of error, he
l,ls been eminently successful.” To some, that will look like
Poor human nature’ Here is the latest development:—
^Ucy remark, or an attempt to escape from a corner ; but in pure white raiment, the Ethical Culture Society coming
think there is real wisdom and keen point in it. The to grief already. It has shared the fate of Christianity;
,, 'r,v critical frame of mind leads nowhere: for, when and we have to announce a secession. The seceders are to
rything else fails, tho seeker for error says : But it’s be called the Ethical Research Society. So then the poor
ij)"! 80rnewliere; and I .shall find it out some time. A Christians are not to be tlm only sectarians after all! This
'hfj"1 «°° co,nnion Psychical Research method of “ investi- secession is duo to the old cause,—too much organisation,
too many officers, too frequent voting, and too large a
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\\V fit her think ili-K a «"■><! "'"".V Societies
| C'.nn.lu- hi ihi» world are sick and ill from tlm same
... Win > annul we do things ami teach things for
mown -.ike
Why must we always have a “ constiiion and rules,” and “ resolutions,” and everlasting
\iigels may have all that without danger, lint we.
,• not good enough for much ot it.

We.uctudilv discovering that "the heathen" have
io leach us. At the Congress of Liberal
Kchgious S.vieties, lately held at Chicago, Kinz.a Binge
M I !.<t u, .Co in '-e, gave an address which, w hile com|’V m- the idea that his countrymen were idolaters, taught
i di-lighttul lesson to Christians. Here arc the closing
>.e;.i> of his (-i/kjireiiing speech : —
I. i.i es uid gentlemen, lot me elose my .speech by presenting
you the J ipancse conception regarding all religions of the world
i'lieugb s’.mde . When persons stand on the different points of
in • moonlight night, each of them will boo a conical
shape er pathway of light fall on the water fronting the place
where he st.iuds. When he walks, the light, instead of being
left behind, follows him and stops where he stops. lie thinks
'.'.at ' ; is the only one who can see the light, for the other part
looks u him like a black sheet of water—“ nothing.” And he
.. .m\i c.s to let other men see the beautiful reflection, and he
■r.s.'.s that his is the only standpoint from which to behold it,
an I tint others who are in distant places look out upon only the
da- < benighted sheet of water. Far from the shore, on the peak
of a high mountain, there is another person. He looks down
upon the sea and knows that the moonlight is not a long strip,
nor is it confined to the places where the people stand, but the
whole -surface of the wide ocean reflects the light like a mirror,
leaving no place in darkness. None of the views seen from the
different points by different persons can be false, and all of them
> -a Sometimes we linger on the seashore flooded by our
own shaft of moonlight, and at other times the soul takes wing
co t.ie d/g.’ies.- peak, and there beholds a quite different aspect of
•Aw wide universe.
*• Voice-hearing is one of the most dangerous forms of
insanity, saiil a London coroner last week. It may be
=.<>, but if magistrates and juries, who do not know any
letter, accept that dictum and apply it, they may do great,
injustice. “ A’oice-hearing" and a very high form of
perfect sanity may go together, let coroners and mad
doctors say what they like.

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHY.
By Edina.
In the year 1892, in the columns of “Light,” I gave a
narrative of some successful experiments in Spirit Photography
conducted by us in our home, in connection with the medium
ship of Mr. David Duguid, of Glasgow ; in the course of
which we were gratified by obtaining three beautiful and distinct
portraits of our boy, who has been in the spirit world for over
five years, and of whose earthly form we had no photograph,
except one taken at an early stage of his existence. These
experiments were so interesting to some of our friends
here that one gentleman shortly thereafter paid a number
of ,:.-in to Mr. Duguid at his house in Glasgow, and
waa also very fortunate in obtaining a series of beautiful
spirit photographs, which are still in his possession ; and
some of which have, I understand, been reproduced in Mr.
Glendinning’s recent book on the subject. I need hardly
say that we, who know Mr. David Duguid’s perfect honesty
and candour, have no doubt of the genuineness of these
spirit photographs; but as they are very abnormal pro
ductions we have always taken the precaution of conducting the
experiments under strict test conditions ; and no one is more
ready than Mr. Duguid to consent to the whole modus operand!
being carefully watched and supervised. As the whole subject
is full of interest to psychologists, I propose in this and the
following article to give a “plain unvarnished narrative ” of our
experiences in spirit photography, extending over the past two
years, pour enwuragt r les a litres. The scepticism one encounters
on exhibiting these abnormal productions to friends js often very
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amusing, and T cannot help recalling that in the
summer
I showed Iho three different portraits of my boy to
dignitary of my acquaintance who has dabbled in
photography and knows a little about the occult. (Jn
the plates ho smiled at me and simply remarked; s"*'1?
have boon fooled and cheated. ; there has been double e\>
or manipulation of the plates by the medium. Nothing
pear on the negative but what is soon by the eyes of the sitt^'
1 replied : “ The faces are there ; from whence did they c^'"
My son’s portraits were non-existent at one p.m, on a cert ■'
day in April, 1892, and by two p. m. on the same day three diff^"1
likenesses of him were found impressed on three negatives, a]|
which wore taken under the strictest test conditions. Tell
whence came my son there (when no portrait of that face pt(?
viously existed), and then I will reconsider my belief in
subjeot." To this, of course, no answer was returned beyo^
a snort of incredulity. This is only one of the many instance?
coming within my observation of how little encouragement 0(
thanks one gets from the ignorant or unthinking when paychoh
gieal problems aro put before them. The gentleman to whom
I have alluded would unhesitatingly take my opinion on,
question of law, while at the same time on matters of psych.,,
logy I have no doubt he looks upon me as a very credulous aid
easily imposed upon person. Leaving this matter aside, how.
ever, let me now proceed with my narrative.
The gentleman before alluded to achieved so much
success with Mr. D. Duguid in Glasgow that lie conceived
the idea of forming a small circle in Edinburgh, with thevie»
of endeavouring to develop spirit photography, without the
aid of a medium. He asked our co-operation, and we gladly
gave it; but I regret to state that the results of a year's sittings
have been extremely disappointing, and have practically
demonstrated the fact that the power of producing spirit photo,
graphs is a rare gift in a medium.
Our sittings were held weekly, and took place in the
house of the gentleman referred to, with the exception of one
seance which was held in my house in the month of July,
1893. At the first sitting in Edinburgh, which was held imme
diately after the successful experiments with David Duguid in
Glasgow, I think the psychic aura of that gifted medium must
have still lingered about the person of the gentleman I have
referred to, as we had on the whole rather encouraging results.
The circle, which was limited to five persons, was a very
mediumistic one. The camera used was a stereoscopic one,
and the room was specially prepared for the sittings. At
the first seance twelve plates were exposed, with the result
that on two of them was found depicted a large sheet of
folded white paper floating over the head of our family medium.
On other two a most extraordinary result was got-the
almost total obliteration of the sitter (who was my second
eldest daughter) in a perfect cloud of filmy, vaporous stuff, in
the midst of which were clearly discerned three faces, one nt
which we deem to be that of a near relative of ours who passed
on some ten years since. Encouraged by these promising results
of our first sitting, we went on patiently for about twelve months,
with scarcely any tangible issue beyond the occasional traces on
the negatives of streaks of light, spots, or patches, which might
be attempts on the part of spirits to produce their faces on the
plates. At every one of these sittings our clairvoyant daughter
saw and conversed with many of our relatives and other persons
known or unknown to us, and who were all anxious to be photo
graphed ; while another member of the circle also heard the
same persons speak, and occasionally was able to discern some
portion of their features. A most regular visitor to these
seances was stated by both of these sitters to be “ Geordie,” one
of Mrs. Mellon’s controls, and who twice materialised to us at
seances in our home in September, 1890, as detailed by me in
these columns in October, 1892. All of these persons en
couraged us to go on—at the same time confessing that the
power in the circle was weak for the end in view. Messages
were also automatically written at intervals by my daughters
control, Professor Sandringham, and by a near relative of ours
(now on the other side), who lias some knowledge of spirit
photography, giving us directions for sitting, ,&c. All th'*'
however, availed us nothing, for the results of the year’
weekly seances must (with the one bright exception) be 11
scribed as extremely disappointing.
j
Here I must stop for reasons of space, but in my nex ■
concluding article I will deal with two recent seances «e
with Mr. David Duguid, which were eminently siien’’’
again demonstrating his great power as a medium, am 1
ducing spirit photographs under strict test conditions.
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CONSCIOUSNESS AN EFFECT, AND NOT THE
ULTIMATE REALITY.
Modern metaphysic affirms consciousness to bo the ultimate
.. of being conceivable. I will endeavour to show that
l'll|sei‘lUSn0SS *s
an e^ec*;
kife, which itself is the

.uiniate
It is life (vitality) that is the identic elemont in knowing and
„cjng( carrying inherently subjectivity and objectivity ; or
erccption and appearances ; or consciousness and nature
'odes, in degrees related to its state of becoming.
Metaphysic states that the consciousness which porcoivos its
other aspoct (objectivity) contains it and is its Reality. That
jsSo to the external mind. But tho external mind is related to
.pnoarances and can only recognise appearances.
The Reality is the Life which produces consciousness by its
interaction in relation.
Metaphysic condemns the materialistic school of evolution
because the latter is content to deal with the objective aspect of
things, ignoring that this cannot exist apart from tho subjec
tive aspect, or that which makes perception of objects
possible, and without which there would be no objects to deal
with, or scientists to classify them.
But metaphysic on the other hand endeavours to solve the
problem of Being, and to formulate a logical theory of the
Vuiverse by analysis of thought processes and content, leaving
the nature mode of the Universe out of account.
Both these systems would appear equally one-sided and
incomplete, and bound to be equally sterile.
Ono school of metaphysicians of the past affirmed that the
only reality in the material world was the fact of its presence in
our consciousness, thus giving no validity to the material
world apart from its objective presentation in human conscious
ness.
This was the very antithesis of the position of materialistic
science, which makes objectivity into reality, blindly leaving
subjectivity (which cognises and therefore constitutes science),
out of the question altogether.
Modern thought has corrected the above mistakes, and now
affirms that the objectifying function of the mind is valid of, but
not identical with, the fact in presentation -.—
That human perception is adjectival, incomplete only, and
liable to error and to correction by an extended or expanded
experience ; that it can never cognise the whole of the reality
present in any object observed.
This position, therefore, while acknowledging that a material
world would be a baseless assumption for man, apart from his
perception of it—that is, but for its presence in his conscious
ness, and, consequently, but for his consciousness which makes
perception of it possible, yet acknowledges that a material
world does exist independently of the objectifying function of
any one particular mind ; that is, that it has existence of its
own, and that the human mind, while cognising some aspects
of any given fraction of it, can never cognise the whole of the
reality present in that particular object.
This amounts to the recognition that, on the one hand, we
lave human perception functioning within prescribed limits,
and, on the other hand, we have a material world, surroundings,
phenomena, consisting of appearances, the validity of which
the human mind is unable to estimate.
But muderu thought has gone further. Acknowledging that
a material world would be a baseless assumption for man, apart
from his perception of it, it proceeds to state that there are objects
which are not contained in human consciousness (or are only con
tained by inference), such as the bottom of the ocean, the south
pole, the other side of the moon, Ac. It follows that there must
beaUniversal consciousness which contains these and gives them
validity. This position still makes their presence in consciousto he their only reality ; yet it affirms a universal clement,
‘‘proceeds to recognise that both the perception functioning
*ithin man, and his matorial surroundings, must be constituted
0 one identic element (in infinity of modes or states), otherwise
"'in would not be able to perceive those surroundings and relate
lli,n to himself.
, Hiis one all-pervading clement metaphysic affirms to be con’■‘'’Uflness, which functioning in perception (self), identifies its
^ence in its surroundings (not self), and to that extent, after
( v,ng objectified itself in nature states, retakes itself, as sur'“'mgs into itself as perception, thus recognising its identity
the whole Universe and re-affirming its own Unity.
Would point out that the identic element here is not con-

ijs7
suiousnoHS. If, is that clement in sclf-eonscioiisness winch iden
tilieH. "> on. But the phonoiuimal surroundings taken into
perception cannot be said to be conscious, though they may be
sub-conscious. Tho identic element pervading both, present
in various modes or degrees of being, is Life.
Life in the
degree of self-conBciousness identifies life in the state of sub
conscious phenomena.
From the fact that human consciousness cannot get behind
appearances, metaphysic affirms Universal Consciousness to be
the ultimate Reality, inasmuch as it is the ultimate conceivable
to it.
But I wish to show that consciousness is only one aspect of
the Reality—which is vitality, life, the one cause of all mani
festation and of consciousness, which latter is consequently ar.
effect as much as phenomena are effects, and, therefore, not the
primal or ultimate Reality.
Metaphysic states that the ground of solf-consciousness must
be conscious ; that self-consciousness can only issue from con
sciousness ; that a non-conscions ground could neither account
for man nor the Universe. But the ground of consciousness i:
Life, and self-consciousness results from the individuation of Life
(by conscious Life, it is true). But where is the man who will
undertake to say whether the unindividuated diffuse vitality
which we inbreathe from the atmosphere, and which pervades
all space beyond atmospheres, is conscious or unconscious ?
For the same reason, metaphysic affirms consciousness to be
the ground of Being. But it will be seen from above that, it, is
Life which is the ground of Being, and metaphysic will have to
face the fact that Life exists in an indefinite variety of states ;
as diffuse, and as concrete ; as etherial, and as material ; as
mineral, vegetable, and animal; with related degrees of un
consciousness, sub-consciousness, or sentience, as well as in tho
human degree of self-consciousness.
It is evident that matter consists of life conditioned in states
of density. Yet who will say that a piece of lava or granite is
conscious? Clearly the schools which affirm that Being and
consciousness arc synonymous ; that there is no such thing as
noil-conscious Being, will have to consider their position.
A new school has arisen who affirm that Being is experience;
that the Universe is a universe of experience ; which statement
they consider to lie a self-sufficient explanation of. Being, and
of the Universe.
Experience implies relation or mediation between actuality
(facts or objectivity) and immediacy, or the ultimate Reality.
The ultimate reality becomes present in perception, and
takes the experience constituted by the relation between
the object observed and the perception observing it, into itself.
The Reality is called immediacy. While the relation is
called inediacy. The two (plus the object perceived) constitut
ing experience.
But let me say. experience is an effect, a process, a synthesis.
To call the Universe a universe of experience, is in a sense
correct, but it is incomplete.
That which is an effect cannot be set up as its own primary.
Experience cannot be said to be Being itself; it is the result
of Being, in relation with itself.
It can only come into Being in the presence of Life, as a con
sequence of the interactions or interrelations between particularisations of Life ; of reaction between Life as self-conscious
ness and Life as phenomena ; of self and otherness or nut
self.
It is Life therefore which is the ultimate Reality conceivable ;
the self-determinating Determinator.
Further, the position of this school is incomplete in infer
ring that the reality is immediately present in external cogni
tion .
It is present, but mediately, and there are several degrees
of mediacy acting between the external sense-relations and the
immediate presence of the Reality within.
Till Psychology endeavours to deal with these intermediate
degrees, it will not present sufficient data for metaphysics to
synthesise and draw correct inferences from. Psychology
analyses the facts of consciousness and deduces interpretations
therefrom, as to the nature and powers of the mind. But hoiv
can the knowledge which the human mind has of itself, as it limbs
itself functioning here, and of tho facts of its own experiences,
so constituted, explain the causes of which it is the effect ! Yet
metaphysic has no other basis for its speculative inductions, and
can only proceed by comparison of notions, from premisses tu
conclusion, both made by the very principle it seeks to inter
pret.
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1141 ■ •wing current of life entails thought tr.
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oomn,uni<m« or
to
; j ' »fa*g; ,,,
&CC'
Being from which iU< hat.

it JiflervlltMtli,': of Life
the pn<ess relating this

then takes possession of
there imiM be uckircca
e of the process, »» there
bjeclivity related thereto.
Vtuvenal tn process ourstrations of the I niversal
hut ourselves to find the
alls up within us from
mJ cognition, must illusal particularises itself.

n, uian apparently illusO*M* t.:« proc*** by which each, individual becomes ultimated
te such
the e.Vcrt.al ; latte Man is himself a divine thought
uhnakwd, a pardculaxiaation of L niversal Life individuated;
wad aa*M forth from the subjective I niversal into the plane of
UKM. Than ha bacoanos a vehicle through which life-bearingth ught proceeds
objectivity. Man apparently holds a
wonder relation and function towards the planes external to
taa. an tha angekt, who primarily nucleated his individuality
fro a
< titvemal Life, do to him.
Ths* » cotiaratd by the very terms we use in relation to

We conceive mentally in sequence to inception.
Wcstwak of intuition coming into conception, which conatototoa thoaghk-geMraciioa. Then there is gestation of thought
before it » externalised into form.
Mwaphyssc teaches that subjectivity is inseparable from
ehj;ect:v .ty.
ZaArm that :: is Lite which L- the identic element therein.
thaaa as kahannfc and inseparable modes. The
presentatL.:. ■ i thought from a discreted degree, or from a
m ie, : i?
the lower level of undistinguished
MOXieabce, mfsrs and implies an influx of life-carrying-thought
i~t ;■ self-hood.
It ia an intax of life in a transcendent degree of develop—ent wh
■causes the presentation A an intuition to our
r-nd sc-lf-cor.sc: isne-?. It is an influx of life in a lower
m-ide, in animal or vegetable degree, which presents itself as
MBtaeace, or feelsag, to the higher mode of self-consciousness.
The former a&ay be called supra-liminal, and the latter subfiaemaL Tlm farmer w* descending current of life ; the latter
an ascending current.
Ll is Life, therefore, which constitutes that Universal Backpoond ef eiwiple ■abroken sentience, which presents itself partacaieneed to the eatf-eeoaeiousoese, and thus becomes objects
of thought.
The flow < i thought-bearing-Life through us, presents us
aMtaaaeaeiy both with what ia called reflection, representation,
iataalMB, emotion, feeling, according to the degrees of unfoldment ia which the life comes into our selfhood.
It is Life, therefore, which constitutes the whole of the flux
of the manifold of experience, and which manifold is unified
tote a* Jilimtitjr by titans of selfhood. The selfhood, in its ex:«rr:aj mode of perception, appears to itself to possess separate
■MM** : the unfolding of ita inner modes,
<■:'
taaapatobt&y. of ita partimpant unity in the whole. Its field of

the whole of the system in which it is a participant unit ; yet
with the retention of aelfhood and particularised experience ; or
ace^d and integrated Life.
implicit therein ; consciousness
, Life entails immorLifeabo carries objec
ririty inherently, and
ts entails form. The problem of
Being w. therefore, n
ly one, as presented by metar vak- <if the jmuiIvp
1 consciousness, but of knowledge of
in why illumination (p. 321) implies
life-carrent and conversely why an

I
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rr< m : , ,y be projected, carrying content related to i.
becoming.
Spheres of Being are usually described as constituu,
stat is of consciousness. But inasmuch as consciousness ■
effe : and dependent for its mode on the evolutionary ,.
the lifte constituting it by its re-action, it will he se< y-7
spheres ■ f Being are primarily constituted by Life in su. '•
StAg&i of evolution, and that states of consciousness aj
result ■ >f, and dependent upon, the evolutionary stages' °» J
. . spirit spheres, including this, to us, at >
objective one, are constituted by successive modes of 4
:e-*, unfolded from within life itself, with modes of coriv‘
tp.
ne.sss related thereto. Such mode of consciousness being tek*'
to the degree of life producing it, it is evident that, ’'
eonsciouaness will only cognise life in its own stage or flA ’
whence the tact that we only cognise the physical deg.//
plane of the Universe.
’ ’
As the life within us transmutes itself to a higher degree
are thereby brought into relation with another aspect or p ?'
of the I diverse. Or if we are infilled by a life-current eaY
ing from a higher sphere, or state, and of that degree, ,/
perception related thereto must unfold and function within t
Further, the distinctive spheres, constituted by the
tively unfolded degrees of life, which are thereby di-cr^.
from each other, may be re-linked together by such telepau j
life currents, projected by entities in one sphere (provy.J
the same degree of consciousness functions in both, thou--,
perhaps only in an embryonic stage in the recipient), to entity
in another sphere. Thus the barriers or veils constituted'.,
degrees, may be transcended and the whole living univer
related into one conscious Unity.
Qv.istob Vri
WHO IS THE THIEF?

“ The Astrologers’ Magazine ” has the following good
story, which—if it is true— should give renewed intersto the question, whether, notwithstanding the general incredulity, there may not be some truth in astrology after all:—
On November 18th, 1891, a female called and desired to know
the description of a dishonest person who had stolen a sum o!
money. Taurus in the Ascendant described the querent, wh:
was short and stout, and rather good-looking, yet of a lighter
complexion than what the sign denotes.
After casting the figure for the hour of the question, and
finding several planets in the seventh house, which is the genera;
house of thieves, I said there was a suspicion upon two persons,
and, as their significators were in the same house as her owl
significator was, that they were of her own household.
Finding Mercury debilitated, and afflicted by an opposition
from Neptune, and a square of Jupiter, I judged that Heronry
was the significator of the thief ; and, as Venus, her significator,
was in conjunction with Mercury, I told her she could go home
and place her hands upon the thief, as he was in the house.
I described him as being a male, and not very old, and said
he was tall, rather fair, with a long face, a rather high, deer
forehead, and a rather large nose ; that he was full of talk and
conceit, and without much stamina, and of a restless, changeable
nature.
I then described a person as being short and stout, rather
firm indisposition, inclined to drink, and other improper habits:
yet the Sun, being in a fixed sign, I judged chat he had been
long in her employ, and was not the thief.
Also, finding Mercury in the fore part of Sagittarius, I judged
the Mercury man to be a stranger in the place, and not apt to
remain long, as the planet was in opposition to Neptune.
The querent stated that I had exactly described the two
persons, and said the strongest suspicion was upon the one I
had described as being the thief, and asked where the money
was, if in the house, or if spent.
Finding the Sun the lord of the fourth, and in Scorpio, •>»
in an angle, I judged the money was secreted in the house.
I judged a room near water, as Scorpio was a watery
and said it was in a dark corner, on the east side of the roo^
and in some dark article which opened and closed. Also, j
ing the Moon in the second house, and in trine witii Jupjudged the money would be recovered by a diligent searci
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On the following Monday, the querent said the money had
;s-en recovered, and was found in a dark matchbox, and hidden
pair of old trousers, which were in an east corner of the
joom I had described, and the room was over water, as there
a kitchen pump in the lower room. Charles Hatfield,
It may be mentioned, by the way, that the fifth volume
(1t this Magazine is commenced with the August number,

Next to Peter in mediumbstic power was Stephen, “ full of
faith and power, who did great wouders and miracles among the
people,” and who died at the bands of the people, a martyr to
the cause of ancient Spiritualism.

and in view of this fact the conductors justly take credit
to themselves for having “ thus accomplished an object
hitherto unachieved by any other astrological periodical.”

Dr. Anton Hecker gives ill his “Travels in Africa” an
account of a curious circumstance which befel him in the camp
of the Abyssinian Chief, Joassnes, towards the end of 1882,
when King Melinck and the former were arranging a treaty on
the termination of the war between Schoa and Todshani.
During one of the many visits which the doctor paid, to the lastnamed potentate he heard some extraordinary things about an
officer in his service, and had his curiosity to test them, con
siderably excited. They appeared to him so incredible that he
believed them to be frauds, and kept oil the outlook for an
opportunity of detection. An occasion unexpectedly came
when one of Dr. Hecker’s servants had some clothes stolen, and
no trace of the thief could be found, although it was thought
the delinquent must havo been one of the doctor’s own com
pany. The idea struck him to try the officer’s powers in this
direction, and he applied to King Melinck for permission.
This was readily granted, and shortly after his return to his
tent, “ Liewascha,” the officer in question, appeared with a boy
about eight years old. “Liewascha ” was a nickname given to
its bearer, on account of the uncanny things he did. Various
formal preparations are described, consisting of drinks, smokes,
and passes, all of which may be omitted, being more or
less familiar items of the ceremonies usual on such occasions,
although they have, no doubt, their uses. When the little
fellow was put to sleep, he lay for a short time on the ground,
then suddenly started up and straightened himself. One item
of the initial ceremony was to fasten one end of the robbed
servant’s waistband round the left wrist of the boy while the
domestic held the other end, which he was cautioned not to let
go. In this relation the two now stood, and the boy, with
closed eyes, approached the tent, and went straight to the place
where the servant had slept. He cautiously drew three tentpegs out of the ground, and put his hands in the position of one
who was lifting something away, and. then softly retreated, just
as if in the act of carrying a stolen burden. In this fashion
he went about a hundred paces forward, and stopped at a rock,
where, at the bottom, there was a cavity, dug out apparently
by beasts of prey. Here he knelt as if intending to conceal
what was stolen, and with a piece of rock which lay hard by,
carefully concealed the hole. Returning to the tent, he lay down
as if to sleep, and shortly afterwards arose, left the tent, and
squatted at a distance of about fifty paces, where he appeared
to carry out the operation of washing. As soon as “ Liewascha ”
observed this he concluded that the thief would be found among
Dr. Hecker’s women servants. After this, the boy crept into
and out of several of the servants’ tents, and acted as if he was
bruising corn, a task which, in Abyssinia, is exclusively per
formed by women. After appearing to be occupied in this
business for a few minutes, he went back to the hole at the foot
of the rock, and seemed to withdraw something, which he
carried to one of the huts standing in front of Dr. Hecker's tent,
and seemingly concealed it there. Then he went slowly, and
in a roundabout fashion, in tho direction of an adjoining camp
belonging to an important Abyssinian, and where several female
servants were busy baking bread. The lad squatted among
them, but suddenly sprang up and seized the hand of one of tho
women who was seated in front of him, gave her three strokes
on the neck, and at the same instant fell back in a swoon. The
“ Liewascha ” then informed Dr. Hecker that she was the thief,
and she confessed that she had committed, the depredation,
describing how she did it. In every point the boy’s pantomimic
performance was corroborated, but when he came to himself,
some two hours later, ho remembered nothing of it. The only
circumstance which his memory could recall in connection with
the matter was his drinking of the concoction which
“Liewascha” prepared for him just before he went to sleep.
These details are from the “ Spiritualistische Weckblad,” which
has copied them from another journal.

MEDIUMSHIP AND EARLY CHRISTIANITY.
The Rev. A. J. Weaver has, in the “ Light of Truth,” a
noteworthy article on a subject not yet sufficiently investi
gated—“ Mediumship, the Basis of Early Christianity.’
The following extracts will give a good idea of its
drift
Jesus evidently felt the world’s need of mediumship, for he
knew it to be the one only means of intercourse between heaven
sod earth. He saw manifestations of its power recorded on the
pgesof his Bible. He knew Abraham, Moses,and the prophets
were mediums. He read of Elisha and his visions, of the writ
ing on the wall at Belshazzar’s feast, of Daniel and his deliver
ace, of spiritual beings walking and talking with men, of spirit
voices in the air, and yet in his own day such phenomena had
become things of the past, and were unknown. He therefore
aw the necessity of making fundamental in his platform the
tact of mediumship and its exercise by his ministers, otherwise
ir might again be crushed and fettered by the prejudice and op
position of the world. Jesus did all it was possible to do in the
age in which he lived to make mediumship a permanent factor
in faith and life, but, also, his fears were too well grounded, for
within a century the world had set its iron heel upon it in spite
of all he and his disciples had done in its defence.
But Jesus did not give up the work even after the cross had
bereft him of his physical form. Notwithstanding his spiritual
nature was so large and strong that it drew him instinctively
ray from earth and upward to the higher spheres, he yet
remained with his disciples. Indeed, had he not, all would
awe been lost. His disciples were dismayed and disheartened.
Evidently they never would have rallied. But suddenly Jesus
appeared in their midst. He materialised and came to James
and John and many others, and talked with them and made
himself recognised by them. This was the most wonderful
exhibition, of psychic power of his whole wonderful life. It has
always ranked first in importance in the history of the Christian
Church. Materialisation to-day fills the soul with amazement
and wonder. We fowno it to be true by actual experiment,
otherwise we might reject it.
The next active interposition of Jesus was his conversion of
Paul. Though a powerful enemy, Jesus found in him a wonder
ful medium. He threw upon him his magnetic influence and
impressed him with his presence, and made him the instrument
of his control. He thus most likely saved Christianity from
annihilation.
The whole book of Acts is but little else than a catalogue of
the most astonishing psychic phenomena the world has ever
known. On the day of Pentecost, when they were assembled
with one accord, there came a sound from heaven as of a mighty
wind, and they began to speak with other tongues as the spirit
gave them utterance, and all were amazed, saying, “ How hear
we all in our own tongue, Parthians, Medes, Elamites, Jews,
Egyptians." Some said, they arc full of wine, but Peter,
standing up, said, these men are not drunken, but this is that
which was spoken by the prophet Joel, saying : “It shall come
to pass in the last days, saith God, I will pour out my spirit upon
all flesh; your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, and
your young mon shall see visions, and your old men shall dream
dreams.”
Peter says of Jo3U3, not that he was the man who taught us
Glove our enemies, but ho was “ a man approved of God by
Miracles and wonders and signs in the midst of you as ye your
selves know.” Peter’s life was a succession of psychic wonders,
*hich, were they recorded in any other book than the Bible,
Hie Church would reject as fables ; but they are as well authen
ticated as any part of Scripture. When he and his companions
w«o thrown into prison “ an angel of the Lord, by night,
!>ened the prison doors and brought them forth.”

A CLAIRVOYANT DETECTIVE.

Proposed Circle in Guildford.—Will any one interested
in the matter in Guildford or neighbourhood communicate with
Colonel Taylor, of Lismore, West-road, Guildford, with the
object of starting a circle of inquiry'!
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it has valuable warnings and explanations for the sp'-“
ualist, and especially for mediums, and very grave
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tho astral piano in terrible volume by thinkers who
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to enemies, and aspirations of every degraded kind
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in distressing ways on tho astral plane of Nature,
tA','!’8 .t>ry one of them finds some too receptive medium for its
ffhl,re'' ’j'he evil thoughts of men do not merely take shape as
records of malevolence, but. actually unite thornth some forms of life with which the astral plane is

|l "|t should be. here remarked, in fairness to Mr. Sinnott,
he does not by any means regard tho 11 astral plane ”
'^'•hat we usually understand by “the next world.’’ “It
.<ood deal to do with tho consciousness of human
(' hv'-s after deatli,” but far beyond it lie what we should
.*1'1 the spirit-spheres.
1 |n all these mysterious depths and heights of the
fnseen, “Mature,” says Mr. Sinnett, “ is as methodical
n(] regularly progressive in her treatment of tho soul as in
jlt.r dealings with the growing body of tho child ”—a cou
pling and happy thought, well-known to every true
Spiritualist. But the path of the explorer is beset with
dangers. The very attitude of interest, to say nothing of
experimenting, puts one in a different relation to “ the
jstral plane ”—a solemn fact which, though it ought not to
hinder interest or stop experimenting, ought to suggest
many Steadying thoughts. At the present moment, interest
in these subjects is enormously increased, and we are per
suaded that there are innumerable avenues opening from
the seen to the unseen, and that Mr. Sinnett’s warning is
needed
Too often modern inquirers, endeavouring to make their way
behind the scenes of Nature, might more fitly be compared to a
wuld-be chemist, who, without having read a line on the subject,
should surround himself with all the resources of a laboratory,
ai set to work mixing his materials at random, or cooking
then in crucibles, to see what would happen. That young
chemist would be probably disposed of in a short time by some
unforeseen catastrophe ; and it sometimes happens that the
psychic researcher who ignores the work of his predecessors is
confronting consequences that will hardly in the long run be any
less serious.
The reflection might seem to discredit the judgment of
occultists who attract attention to the subject, and thus,
perhaps, awaken zeal for personal effort among people who may
be qualified in some respects, though not in all, to transcend the
limitations of physical life. But in all directions the thing is
being done, however blindly and clumsily. It is no longer
possible for the masters of occult knowledge to keep) back their
secrets altogether, lest the present generation should come to
grief by acquiring them prematurely.

We feel ourselves so much in agreement with Mr.
Sinnett in this discreet and thoughtful paper that we
could wish some solid bridge could be constructed between
his camp and ours. For one matter about which we differ
there are surely five concerning which we agree.
THE MYSTERIES OF MEDIUMSHIP.

We shall resume our series of articles under this title next
Week, when we propose to give the report of interviews, by our
Special Representative, with Mrs. Titford.

Mons. Tissot.—A report is going the round of the Press
that M. Janies Tissot, whose remarkable series of pictures on
jho Life of Christ was the main attraction of the Champs de
‘4ts Salon this year, is about to become a monk of La Grande
'artreuse. The illustrious painter has, it is said, practically
cd the life of a recluse and an ascetic during tho seven
rs he was engaged on his charming work. Our friends will
*">wnber that it was M. Tissot who produced the beautiful
lng illustrative of a materialisation which he witnessed,
^ugh the mediumship of Mr. Eglinton. Copies of this picture
it 6 h"d, at the cost of two guineas each, on application at
ne°««eof “LmltT.”

PROVINCIAL SPIRITUALISM: PAST AND PRESENT.

By J. J. Mousr..

While provincial Spirit ualism is mainly concentrated in
Yorkshire ami Lancashire, there arc outposts and con
necting lines of work, stretching from Cornwall in tlm went
to Aberdeen in (he north ; from Wales to Northumbria ;
from Liverpool to Hull: while in thousands of home in
busy cities, quiet country towns and villages, the. work of
the spirits is silently co operating with ellm ls of a move
public nature. For some time quite an active interest was
manifested in Cornwall, Mr. C. Truscott, of L'almouth,
a local photographer, interesting himself very greatly in
promoting lectures, discussions in the Press, and the
formation of circles. Miss Susan E. Gay was also very
active at this time, 1882, and the present writer paid a
couple, of visits to the above town in the year named.
Circumstances necessitated Mr. Truscott’s departure to
Dorchester, and as Miss Gay, shortly afterwards, entered
upon a lengthy tour in the States, public activity subsided.
The. neighbouring towns of Truro and Redruth contained a
fair number of inquirers, among them being in the latter
town, Mr. Jenkins, the respected proprietor and editor of
the “ Cornubian,” a journal of much influence throughout
the district.
At this period, 1882, there was a very considerable
interest in “the three towns,” us they are locally
described, Plymouth, Devonport, and Stoncbousc. Mr. J .
Bowring Sloman, a gentleman of means, and Mr. R. S.
Clarke, an excellent trance medium, who subsequently
entered the Unitarian ministry, with others, conducted the
work, which for a time promised well. Latterly things
have quieted down considerably, as if exemplifying an
apparent fact, that Spiritualism does not find a ready
acceptance in purely agricultural districts, even when they
include such towns as those above referred to. This fact
docs not, necessarily, imply any occult reason by which
to account for it. For, in such districts, the hall and the
vicarage are not always favourable to new ideas, and, as
rural society accepts the squire and the vicar as its
standards, the somewhat revolutionary ideas of Spiritualism
have an uphill tight wherever the above authorities
dominate.
At one period an effort, not very vigorous, was made to
open out the subject in Exeter, but, apparently, little was
accomplished.
In Bristol there lias been quite an interest for many
years, one of the earlier, if not the earliest, series of experi
ments in “spirit” photography having been carried out by
Mr. Beattie, then a retired photographer of Clifton. The
results were extraordinary. They were made public as far
back as 1871, or thereabouts, and attracted great atten
tion. Private circles have been long held, and lately—
during the past year—a determined effort- has been made
to establish a society and provide public meetings, which
latter are being held every Wednesday evening. Bath has
also shared its neighbour’s interest, but in a more subdued
fashion. Mr. S. C. Hall, I believe, once lectured there
upon his experience, but, so far, Bath has not done any
thing of importance to further the work, privately or
publicly.
Speaking generally, the west and south-west are almost
virgin soil, so far as our facts or phonomenu are concerned.
Cornwall has many legends—of mine and coast—concerning
psychic experiences ; but the orderly and scientific inquiry
into such matters has made little or no advance, and the
same is true of the position of affairs in the adjacent counties.
Crossing the Severn, or literally going under it—
through the new Severn tunnel—whereby the old, and not
always pleasant, over-water trip from Passage to Port.
Skerwet is now avoided, anil running on by rail past New-
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gentleman. The circles above referred to were noted for
their remarkable materialisations, the “ forms ” actually
appearing in daylight, and on several occasions walkin;>g
from the seance room, down the stairs, out of the house,
pat}:- in the garden, and so back again to the
ratwaafc. A history of the*- seances would be an interest
ing and instructive record.
The Cardiff Psychological Society, which is composed
of some really excellent people, holds its Sunday meetings
in tiic Public Hall, a commodious building capable of seat
ing persons. It has a capital Lyceum, and its
president. Mr. E. Adams, who is chief accountant to one
of the largest Welsh collieries, is a gentleman of ability
and attainments. The congregations at the evening sertices average from two to three hundred persons. Situated
up tn a corner, out of the main lines of travel, some
dtiUiice from tiie points where speakers and mediums
i.ic.-t congregate, Cardiff, in spite of these disadvantages, is
an outpost that reflects ample credit upon itself, as com
pared with the work in towns more centrally and favourp
c i.
It retain* the services of our leading
..*
ci.:,pte.-jg flS
up.-n the highest
levels possible.
A small movement has. begun at Newport, twelve miles

away, and it is hoped that ultimately Swansea, Llanelly,
Merthyr, Newport, and Cardiff may unite, and so consti
tute a circuit, to their mutual advantage in the common
work.
The Welsh character, being largely emotional, dashed
with much that could be described as mediumistic, should
lend itself readily to our facts and philosophy. Unfor
tunately, if one may so put it, the spiritual sympathy of
the Cwmric race has Ixteome so interwoven with creed and
doctrine—largely Calvinistic —that the liberal and educat-
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immortal welfare.
' to J1
After leaving Wales, the nearest point (j{
"
activity is Birmingham, where, for about thirty y(„ ^b|j
cause has had a faithful servant in the person A H,
Croom, a well known and widely respected trance
i,f
and clairvoyant. It was in this town, some yearsa^N
an active worker, Mr. Hawkes, who was lecture,,
Sunday evening, dropped unconscious to the grou^
shortly afterwards expired, affording a certain
journalists the opportunity of announcing, with
headline- in their sheets, “A Spiritualist Struck
‘•Shocking incident at a Spiritualist Meeting,” and /'
like expressions. For many years Mr. Underw<J0,j
wealthy manufacturer, who resided at Harburtie, \|'
Robert Harper, Mr. and Mrs. Groom, Mr. Franklin, an-,.,
taxidermist, and some other faithful souls, who aretl,
gone home, sustained the cause ; and upon the initiative,"
Mr. Harper, the present writer visited Birmingham for t;
first time in December, 1871. Latterly an entirely^,
departure has been made. A fresh society, called the J>j,
mingham Spiritual Union, has been formed, which I,,,,
rents the elegantly furnished banquet hall of the
Hall, in New-street, the leading thoroughfare. Those coi,
neeted with the undertaking arc all business men;
manufacturers of good position, including the presides
Mr. George Tubbs; the treasurer, Mr. P. Galloway:atl
the secretary, Mr. A. J. Smyth; of whom the first u
are partners in large establishments, and the last namedI
the owner of an extensive business. Mrs. Galloway, tt,
treasurer’s estimable wife, is an excellent medium, bir
exercising her gift only among her friends, it is scarcer,
allowable to penetrate the confidences of private inter,
course, and disclose them for public observation.
The Birmingham Spiritual Union seek to encourage th
formation of experimental circles, at which properly intn J
duced inquirers are admitted for a given period. Yer,
good results are thus obtained, and a great want—sour
place where inquirers can “see something”—is thus sup I
plied. Discussion and literary classes are also held, and i: I
every way possible the attempt is made to present the ver
highest spiritual, intellectual, and phenomenal aspects a
our subject before the public.
In my next contribution it may be possible to deal
with some other of our outposts. For the present, lest my
readers’ patience be wearied, my narrative shall stop,
ETHICS OF BIRD LIFE.

Modern scientific research undoubtedly tends to place the
ethics of bird life on a higher and higher level. Even the
cuckoo, against whom so much has been written, is now acknow
ledged to have been maligned when it was universally affirmed
by ornithologists that it displays in its tenderest stage of develop
ment the odious faculty of ejecting its lawful occupants from
the stolen nest in which it has been placed. The Bishopoi
Newcastle has now made himself responsible for a touching
little anecdote. Not long ago, says Dr. Wilberforce, there was
a Frenchman who had a large family, and who was haunted by
the idea that when he died there would be no one to look after
his children. Whilst thinking of this one spring day, he noticed
two nests in a hedge close by each other. Each contained halt
fledged birds whose parents were lying dead. He went awf
sad, thinking that the young birds must die. What was 1®
surprise, however, a few days after, to see them quite haj’l'f
and apparently well fed. He stood apart and watched, a'1'1
presently he saw the parent birds of other nests come tot”1
young birds and feed them. They had adopted the hm
orphans, a fact which the Frenchman naturally took as a p'1’1
omen with regard to his own little ones.—Daily News.
Tkuth.—Adhere rightly and undevia tingly to truth-l’“
while you express what is true, express it in a pleasing ni j
Truth is the picture ; the manner is the frame which uis|
to advantage.

LIGHT.
notes from a private diary.
Communicated

by

you must only believe ; lor me it i., easier than for you, and yet
for other poor souls here it is yet to hard. ‘ Custodian.’ ”
•F»wie 2'Jlli, /N.9J.—Miss X., in passing, made a short visit
here, and wo had a seance in the same room in which our
meetings had been held for the last three years. In an
unknown hand was given : —

Dii. II. M. Humphrey.

KS Written Automatically through the Hand or
and Expressing Sentiments Strikingly at Varia k . with Those Entertained by the Lady Herself,
bBjno, as already stated, an Agnostic.)

A tender look around the well-known room,
A nlizvlm-l. .<■ uvliiii-- gin• >><■'; on 1 - long g; . .. do a
Old nieniorie-, tbroii-’ing with
i
iw.
And like -went inii-ii: heard in di-tance cheer
And comfort heart- grown weary, he 'd- grown old,
And fire with ready zeal the-- ......
fiieiid-,
Whose presence, though in -Hence, coinfort lend-.
To mourner and to -eeker.

(Continued from page o70.)
Kith,
“ Custodian” writes : “ It occurs to mo,
‘ fl reason, to ask you to-night to do mo one favour when
l',r ,
; I want to ask each and every one of you, to do some
f8S^which you can report to me, when we meet again. I shall
•*' (ppret to ask for it, nor must you forget to do it. There is
",necessity to specify the work—Anything which brings one
"’rertoGod ; anything which will require a distinct sacrifice
j.olir part. This is a fancy of mine, good friends. I would
‘ „Mtefulto sec and know that my words bear fruit.—‘ Cus
todian.’
It was asked that this might be made a little plainer to us : —
“Well, my dear friends, my own idea was, perhaps, more felt
[hsn expressed. I looked at you all sitting there : I thought
how long and how faithfully you had listened to me, and I said
to myself, ‘Do they realise that not for themselves alone is the
blessed word from God 1 Do they think of anything beside the
pleasures of the moment ? Do they really desire that all may
have the wisdom and strength which belief in God imparts ? ’
Then I said, 1 If they do, what will they do to give to others
these gifts 1 ’ So you see, my friends, my thought was not pro
found. I wish, especially, these ladies to realise that they, too,
must work, and not only receive, but give ; that it should be
impressed on them that many others are not so happy, or so
comfortable, or so educated as they, and that they, with their
superior advantages, must hold out a hand to women less
fortunate. If nothing else, bid the poor tired woman, whojbends
orer her painful task in the field, in the shop, in the nursery,
in the kitchen, to have patience ; tell her that there are friends
near her; that life is not all a hardship, and that there is a life
beyond.—'Custodian.’ ”
AwjustSSth.—This came from “Custodian” : —
“Grace, mercy, and peaco be with you 1 What is your
conception of heaven, my dear friends I I have been wondering
since last we met what idea the name heaven, or, in other
words, the future life, conveyed to you.”
We each gave our views :—
“My dear friends, many of those who have seen have tried
to describe heaven. The seemingly extravagant words of
Revelation are an effort to picture in words what a seer saw.
1 should first describe the heaven which I found, as a con
tinuation of my daily life ; then, as one great surprise, because
my senses had not learned to comprehend the infinite ; then,
as a feeling of escape from chains, as I knew that my spirit
«s free; the past, at first, enchained me ; like a scroll, I saw
all the days of my life ; with mingled joy and sorrow, I watched
my own development; and every sin, every wilful deed, every
wanton thought stayed with me for long, long, long periods :
then work came, new joys, a new world; I understood love, I
understood every sentiment of sympathy, and I understood at
last, the meaning of infinite and endless. Without losing any
thing I had had on earth, I grew in heavenly wisdom. I
advanced, and I knew that no effort was wasted. I found my
place, and I knew that by my own efforts I could keep this
place, and I ceased gradually to know any of the earthly woes
hut those of conscience. I saw, I heard, I spoke, when before
I had only sought to see and hear, and all the while there came
to me new wonders, new delights, which I had never dreamed of.
The marvels of nature, the unseen glories of the firmament, and,
shove all, the peace and the tranquillity of living near to God,
Made heaven for me. I found what I desired. Believe
that is the greatest marvel.
If your desires spring
bom a good source you will each find what you
^aire, and gradually, you will learn what is best for you to aim
and to desire, in order to reach God.—‘Custodian.’ I used the
briu heaven as referring to the life following earth-life. I do
?'* yet know perfect delight, but I shall know it. I do not
in what that perfect delight consists ; but, friends, I can
0 more than you ; I can figure to myself a perfect bliss and an
■’Dial bliss. I ant going on, and I no more walk in darkness.
M'e help from above,and 1 see the hand which helps me, while

Asked by whom the above was written :—
“Just one of us, who often has watched, but not spoken.’*
Then came in the well-known hand of “Custodian”
“We follow on through vale and woodland,
Till the night be gone.”
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(from “Lead Kindly Light”). “Though the night be long, though
the darkness dense; though faith fluttersand droops her wings :
yet the dawn waits, and with her coming every weary waiter
will find that ” (here the writing was changed to a new hand)
“ in the resplendent light of a new day, old griefs and pains are
wiped away ; long sought for faces in the blessed dawn appear
and show how near has been their presence through the anxious
hours, when in the fear of the black night, it seemed to our
weak reasoning they had gone, and were not by us, as of yore.”
I spoke of my daughter, asking for some news of her, when
came, in still another hand :—
“ The calm, the sure retreat ; oh 1 the delight of the long
calm, the blessed retreat, near the mercy-seat of the Father.
She is here ; we wait to let her write, believing that in her own
person she can guide the hand a little.”
Then came, in still another hand :—
“We are the meek, we are the peace-makers. We see God
not with our eyes—those weak organs used on earth; we see
with our whole hearts and souls and natures ; we see because
our spirits have been those of His own little ones; we have
been his handmaidens ; we sec Him because our love for Him
absorbs our being ; we see God, feel Him, know Him -, we are
they whom Christ called Blessed.”
In all the messages I have had concerning my daughter’s
work in spirit-life, she herself aud other controls have said that
it was to care for little children. The above, message has,
perhaps, come from these, and what follows appears to be from
herself : —
“ How clearly I see your face. You were always stronger
than I, and I still shall lean on you, and yet I shall show you
much, and help you too, dear, dear Father ; for I have long lived
in the mansion prepared for us, and I am at home here. Is it
true what these friends say, that so much time has gone by
since I spoke with you ? But I see you always. I put so many
thoughts into your mind, and I do not feel the lapse of time,
which must seem so long to you, dear Father, whose earthly
eyes and senses cannot see nor feel your Annie, whose hands
have been aided, whose wishes carried out, by the help of
stronger ones.”
“Custodian” writes ; “ The spirit of the times .' so they' call
us. So they think to cast us into oblivion ; us, who labour
against the scepticism on earth with the humble and imperfect
means at our disposal; for the instrument through which we
work is not perfected, nor made for man’s uses, like
your telegraph and telephone. No I because it is an instrument

made for two spheres, not wholly for man, nor wholly for
spirits, but imperfectly adapted to us both. Well! we, the
Zeit Geist, accept the accusation—we, the spirits, who labour
with you, do carry a close resemblance ; we are alike ; our
words and our works are alike all over the world at this epoch ;
but our object is to reach men; we fulfil this object. Humanity
is wonderfully in touch at the present day’, and what more
natural than that there should be a likeness in our messages I
The accusation affects us little, and great is the rejoicing over
one soul that is saved.—* Custodian.’ ”
In still a different hand came :—
“ When you ask for some definite description of the future
state, put yourself in our place, and realise the difficulty’ if
some being from another sphere should ask you fur a concise
description of your present state of being. How would you
describe yourselves as conscious beings, or the faculties with
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vvh'.h you me Ulfted 1 You see colour, but you know not. what
■ ,ul- b You think you see, hear, touch, and yet you do not
,
, .u think you see, nor hear what you think you hear,
nd a-- I' f matter in general, you do not oven know it matter
7'
\\ ell ’ what a poor description you could give of your own
enthly life and existence, and yet you demand from us dosenpt
which you could not grasp, and for which we would have
Ul,;. ; ■ because no words tit our conditions.
lu another h ind came : —
"Power waning. Effort is vatu, but remember that wo stand
bv 1 i.o machine
mav fail in
its functions, but we
wo stay with
■hinv may
•» it*
isitl'.t'.il eye* on you. watching, waiting, praying.”

&CCURKTE CLAIRVOYANCE.
X. <> m.crestim.' persomil reminiscences are given in the
“Keviie Spiilre. ” bv
esteemed editor, Monsieur P. G.
j.ev-.; rn>.■. < >ne dav he had a call from Madame Ernest Bose,

the nite of an eminent Parisian architect, and as Count de
Lvetf. President of tho Law Court in Moscow, happened to be
in the office at tho time, M. Leymarie made tho two visitors
acqu tinted with each other, and turned to his correspondence.
Alter tbout fifteen minutes’ conversation the lady informed the
Russi.m gentleman that she saw something very strange beside
him. This turned out to be the apparition of a large New
foundland dog. of which the gentleman had been very fond
from his youth up, and which had died after attaining the age
vf twelve years. She described the markings of the animal
exactly, the kind of collar and chain it wore, with the inscrip
tion, Ac., Ac., until the former owner became quite affected.
The same lady was on a visit to Madame Leytnarie, when the
latter’s husband entered with a friend named Ladame—a retired
lawyer, of Jaux, near Compiegne, where he had filled the office
of mayor and other municipal positions. He was a bright,
witty roan, overflowing with good sense and good-humour, and
while he was telling a laughable story Madame Bcsc suddenly
said that there was, standing behind him, a man in a blue
blouse. Monsieur Ladame turned quickly round, and, seeing
no one, apparently began to wonder it the lady’s imagination
KvL conmA. of her vision. Presently sbe said. •. “ It is no fiction,
sir. Kindly listen to me. The man in the blue blouse is very
tall; he wears a shirt with a turned-down collar, and a red
knotted cravat. His eyes are bright blue, his hair is white, his
face oval and shaven, with large, flat-edged ears, a very
powerful ruddy nose—for he is very fond of wine—and his com
plexion is also highly-coloured. He wears a black silk peaked cap,
and looks smilingly at you, for he likes you very well and I read
on a placard : ‘ Yes, I am very fond of you, but I have a
reproach to offer, Monsieur le Maire ; I left with you a stamped
order for my lay burial, and you have allowed the rector,
my enemy, to inter my body with his confreres. You will easily
understand that I am not content with that decision—contrary
to my last wishes, and which has set my friends and the rector
laughing at my expense.’ ” Monsieur Ladame, a good and just
man and an agnostic, was nonplussed, but eventually said : “ He
knows, however, that I could not do otherwise ; there were two
children under age ; and two pious aunts—very rich, and whose
natural heirs they were—declared to me that they would dis
inherit their nephews if the body of their brother was not
interred by the Church. I had to yield in the children’s
interests.” “The man in the blue blouse shakes his head,”
replied Madame Bose, “and believes the objection a grave one,
but says that the Mayor should have ignored it and followed his
wishes expressed according to law. His tiro sisters would have
come round, for they loved their nephews, and the threat was
merely fireworks. He tells you what is the truth, as a friend.”
Monsieur Leymarie then intervened, and asked Monsieur
Ladame if the description of the man was correct. “ Certaiuly,”
replied the ex-Mayor, “he died a few months ago, and I have
his written instructions in my possession."
About the year 1863, Monsieur Leymarie and family were
btaying with some relatives in Pimprez, near Compiegne, and
while there the rector, who was a fine musician, used to call
and have a talk with them, and get Madame Leymarie to play
over some of her music to him. He was a big man, of about
six feet; and in 1869, when dying, he sent for Monsieur
Leymarie, to tell him, among other things, that he believed in
a plurality of existences on earth, promising also that, if he
found it to bo true, after he passed over he would return by
some means or other and report. By 1873 Monsieur Leymarie

had forgotten all about this rector, and his life had
a busy one, when one day Madame Bose, bavin,, *'ICl1'’rt
them, said, during their conversation, “I see a 8 Cal|eff
beside you ; a priest, with abundant, bushy hair
’*‘8 ^'i
left, and black, brilliant eyes, with spectacles,
"'i h"
promised to come if successive existences on eart?
f
general rule with immortal souls, and that his visit
tion of this.”
84
Tho description given by the clairvoyante was
this instance, along with many others of similar .j'01’ahii
force, is, of course, accepted as corroboration of the
the doctrine of re-incarnation. But we know how 0)^ M
many communicating spirits are ; how genial and tends
are in dealing with some more or less innocuous human the,
There seems, besides, no reason to doubt that in an enot'm'11*'
number of cases, those who pass over carry their “views’’^"*
them. When one of D. D. Home’s earth friends revisited y'1
in spirit, the message received in answer to an inquiry as to
future state was somewhat to the following effect: “ Ah, Dai •
it is just the same old game 1 ”—meaning that the search ['
truth was uninterrupted, however high the plane might be
which it was prosecuted. There is also an instance on rec, ”
of a spirit getting its photograph taken while decorated J?
wings, and when asked if she really had them, she answer^
“ No,” but added that she wore the wings “ to please father J
Her parent had a favourite hymn in which wings formed',
prominent adjunct of extra-mundane form, and she had decid^
that to assume them for the nonce would be a good way
cheering him up. May not these testimonies to the accur^
of preconceived theories be only a kindly meant but injudicio^
way of “ wearing wings to please father ” ?

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor is not responsible for opinions expressed by correspondent
and sometimes publishes what he does not agree with for the purp^
of presenting views that may elicit discussion.]
“ Psychic Photography.”

Sib,—I hope shortly to be in possession of the details
required by your correspondents regarding my assertion in
“Light,” that the spirit photograph in the “Veil Lifted"
was a copy from a face already placed before the world, in a
picture by a German artist and by photographs from that
picture.
I should like to call attention to the fact that in my letter
I attributed “falsity” to the so-called spirit region, fro®
whence the spirit photograph emanated ; not necessarily to the
human instruments employed.
My friends and myself being all from home at this season is
tho cause of my delay in immediately replying as desired.
Isabel de Stjjigix
Sill,—In your issue of August 11th there appears a letter
from the Editor of “The Veil Lifted," from which I gather that
he attributes the production of photographs of invisible object,
and people to benevolent persons who have passed into another
state or condition than ours. He objects to Madame de Steiger’s
view that these are the production of elementals whose desire is
to “ make sport of earnest and honest minded men and women."
Allow me to point out that the first question to determine is,
not whether one or other intelligent unseen agent is “ a spirit "(1)
from “ a spiritual world” (?), but whether it is necessary to look
further
than Mr. David Duguid for the unseen operator.
I
Mr. David Duguid is what is called a medium, that is a highly
sensitive, somnambulic individual who has a capacity of receiving
impressions from persons and things, either present or even at
a distance, when related to him by some link of association. He
also, like a great many other such sensitives, has the capacity
of separate action in the astral form or spiritual double, and this
form takes from the material body more or less of its substance,
as has been shown in materialisations—otherwise form manifes
tations—which are in all cases the transfigured double of the
medium plus so much matter from his body. Now, to make
these photographs, all that is necessary is the presence of such
a medium ; then you get the transfigured form so slightly
material as to be invisible to the persons present, but sufficiently
material to affect the plate.
The Cyprian Priestess is no doubt a perfectly ideal personage,
who never existed in flesh and blood. Her picture was
by Mr. D. Duguid or someone in sympathetic relationship ’rll j
him. Tho image is transferred, in the latter case, t" hi
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nartially materialised form is his double transfigured
'h t. image. Neither spirits (so called), astral elemental,
""‘'pnions are at all necessary as hypothetical agents in the pro' ■ at of spirit, photographs. The curious fluidic nature of the
jiutu i» the key to the enigma.
It might be said, even if this 1'3 so, how do you account for
jicture taken without the camera . T have had no experi'
calculated to assist ntein this, and I would therefore
lit.
: 'j,-r at present, to give no opinion.
As regards the trans''.rations of astral forms of mediums, I have not only seen
^process take place, but I have tried the power of my own
'll in producing the transfiguration, and have been fairly sue<ful. Some persons are foolish enough to think that such
'planations of spirit photographs and materialisation are
:.i-iaiental to Spiritualism. Well, of course they are to that
Spiritualism which is blind to the fact that the true tnean‘ of the word is study of spiritual things by experiment
A reasoning ; and not subjecting our minds to the so-called
. Ainp of somnambulic mediums ; whose utterances are simply
. reflection of ideas in the minds of the audience and others
,ith whom they come in contact, and consequently vary with
tje views of that audience.
Let us have done with all falsehood, which rhe most benevo>eat intent can never justify. Why should we try to delude
.^selves • Spirit photography is valuable as revealing somejingof the hidden powers in man, just as trance-speaking and
•jjterialisations are, but not otherwise. Proof of spirit existpw after death is ample apart from these phenomena.
VlR.

All Souls’ Day.

8n>.,—I have often wondered if it has ever occurred to your
saders that we Spiritualists have in the year one special day
shieh we should make particularly our own. I allude to “ All
kills’Day,” November 2nd.
dome years ago my spirit friends told me how, on that day,
"spirits, from every part of the world, flocked to those places
aiefly in France) where the mortals made it a rule to devote
uisday to their so-called dead, to visiting their graves, and
firing up prayers for their souls. ”
And from that time in our home we have made this day our
era; we have held special se'ances ; and in fact the idea has so
grown in upon me that I am now writing to propose that, as we
Spiritualists are increasing in numbers so rapidly, we should
mke a public exhibition of our faith by taking a large
kill for the night of AH Souls, and then mingle together, mortals
nil spirits, in sweetest harmony, closing our meeting by offering
Mr thanks together to the Supreme Spirit for the blessings we
hre found through the “ Light ” of knowledge given us in our
spiritual gifts.
I have many times spoken of this to both spirits and mortals
ad all have agreed with me, that this “ All Souls’ Day ” should
be made our own and our festival. I shall be very pleased to
bit from anyone on this subject, and help in any arrangements
which could be made for our holding a public meeting on the
night of November 2nd next.
Beshill.
Bessie Russell Davies.
11 How to Improve Our Spiritual Meetings.”

Sib,— I am pleased that Mrs. Britten has expressed her
disapprobation of clairvoyant descriptions at Spiritualistic
tattings. Ethics should be for the platform, and clairvoyance
alpsychometry for the seance room. Some time ago it was
kited in the “Birmingham Daily Mail " by a correspondent,
■•tat Spiritualism is “ unspeakably vulgar." He should
endeavour to present it in such an acceptable manner that
Spercilious critics would not. be justified in applying rude
^preach. An audience may be slightly augmented by persons
Actuated probably by curiosity, but if they do not substantially
kipport the society by regular contributions their presence
Msasionally is not sufficient compensation for the loss which
spiritualism sustains by being deprived of the influence and
kipport of educated people. I attended a meeting when a lady
isked for the address of a clairvoyant, and when requested to
s1Ve her own name and address she refused to comply with
'he request. This person probably wanted to obtain information
the realms of immortality and was ashamed that she
■-■->u!d he identified.
Spiritualism must acquire dignity and have a religious
*r'ice worthy of respect, without being encumbered by frivolous
Practices to be sneered at by the cynic. If the chairman of a
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meeting were to intimate to an audience that obirvoyam
descriptions would In? given at appointed tune-, . ithet in
seance room or any other suitable place, tho»e desirous
of investigations Spiritualism could have an opp... • -.my of
attending. The description could be given more minutely to
earnest inquirer', and it migli'
.
.. ■
membership of societies. There are some imperfections in con
nection with Spiritualism at present, that cannot ea- 'y
.
remedied, I asked a person who might be considered an
authority concerning spirit communications, hot. it i- ■' ■
for that some mediums can deliver discourses much sitatrur
to what could be expected from them in their normal -.ta’-e, an yet a plural noun would be used with a singular verb. I mfetTe*.
from the reply that a spirit is unable to d uninat-: the
of the medium so as to induce unconditional sulx»erv*euce. . I
shouldlike to know if those who are in < .mmuni'.a-..' i. v. it!. -:pi:
could give me any enlightenment on this p int. Medium.'',
whether educated or uneducated, who are reliable .nd abso.’u: -.y
refuse to be connected in any way with trickery, are deserving
of our admiration and respect. Parents having childr. n who
exhibit characteristics of clairvoyance should endeavour to t'-'-'e
them a liberal education, so that spirits would not l/e retarded
by adverse circumstances. If this course were i.u.y.ed
Spiritualism by its inherent merit would supersede all other
religions.
ARIEL.
Advice to Writing Mediums.

Sir,—In reply to the request for advice which appeared in
“ Licht” of August 4th, I venture to send you the following,
which I hope will be beneficial to some who are still on the out
skirts of Spiritualism, and have no one near them to explain.
Whenever a person feels a violent agitation in the right r.anor arm, it is an indication of a writing power. It means that tneir
spiritual guide is trying to develop their mediumship, ana use
their arm and brain for sending messages from the other side.
Now, spirits require practice as well as we do. They rarely
can write on the first trial. Development requires patience on
both sides. Some people can write very quickly, others alter
repeated trials, and others require much patience and a longer
training. No fixed length of time can be given as necessarytor mediums vary in. capacity and intellect.
The first thing to do is to choose a favourable moment for
I
sitting quietly, and to be punctual in keeping the same hour
every day. Spirits are always ready when the time is settled
beforehand.
A quarter of an hour daily is sufficient for beginners. When
progress has been made the guide will decide when it is time to
stop. Prolonged sittings exhaust the power.
The medium
should use a bare wooden table and an ordinary wooden pencil
—metal and table-covers are not suitable in these Hr?™,
stances. Before beginning to write a short prayer should be
offered for protection against evil spirits, and for truth and
spiritual improvement.
As soon as possible everyone should ask the name of his
own guide, and always begin by ascertaining that his guide is
present ; he can then rely on the communications he obtains, and
should ask for the guide's signature at the end. If the pencil
is laid down for a moment, and stops writing, the medium
should again ask : " Who is there ”
Evil or malicious spirits are always on the look-out for
unprotected mediums, and are ready in a moment to step in
and cause trouble or deception. I have witnessed this se- oral
times, and therefore give warning. Dur if rhe guide is at itattd
ro harm can happen, for his presence is generally su -n'.-fen: to
dispel intruders.
Sometimes the guide will bring or announce other spirits,
who should be received as friends. All spirit-guides wish to be
treated with proper deference. They are sent as missionaries
to improve and help mankind and teach the continuance of life
after so-called death. Every man. woman, er child has a —ide
always around, watching over and ever inspiring : but if people
are wicked the guide retires and evil ones take their place.
When they repent their guide returns. If people lead a pure
and good life they receive a higher guide, more advanced, who
leads them on and teaches them. The guides are tic.; sent
indiscriminately, but are chosen by superior spirits, our
guardian angels. Spirits all agree on this point—ths: they are
designed to fulfil a certain mission and do not choose for
themselves.
Now about the stiffness and pains in the arm spoken of by
your correspondent. This always occurs in developing mediums.
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, , , , with : imr, i (.In dh I.• •■•■uni' . Illi no inure | Ulin
i.. •.■!.
i,> thorough mm cnii'iitH, it i-. »ir«'»v«mn"y t<» hI.o|»
•.t'.iin i- •■tii •■ In i!' ijii'li'-m ; the >vm. Thia-should In'doim by
H ..orsoii piCM'iif, other limn llm medium, lor ono ••mmol Imlp
, o.-. -elf m'■ In • • • ■•■ The -.till min .hoiihl bo slmily (rokoil
,b-;hllv lorn hum llio idem o of .-inn with llm hand.
'f’u> m-'» • ii'viv. i’i‘i hive Io bo repealed aoveral limos, with a
.. . ;. . ui)| Tho Inv.-i also should bo stroked. 'I'lm* totally
,.n< ■ 'die I'.f". mid then tho medium • an write at onto, After
tho«u"v.< ist-11•■ • !'■ .'>1, repeat tho process, (ill no pain romiiins.
I■ i.'i.r • i “A0 iolo ■■• or p e- on do not loliovo, nnolliov person
rms: tiv.tdl olio is found "ho ran produce llm necessary otloel.
I•
pndcs • in eoiniininicato, they will indioato tho person
v’i
help '•■ wooded Mediums should novar nit alone, as they
often ■•■..■.me relief by miv'.nolisnig,
S. ■
: be uii .bine • m o put io sloop bv spirits, or thrown
oiio i slot emm'epne sialo
fbi-s e.ili bo removed by fanniii,1;
l1,■ i inbody.
lie held require--most caroand Humorous

• ov a ... oi.ikon tho subject. llmemenls should bo made
non: crude • f the head to (ho sides with both hands, followed
by p,s.cs oier the* brea*t teuirds tho .'.ide, mid lastly arms and
legs should bo stroked downwards. This will produce llm
desired otlcet in i tew moments. It is very easy io do when
ono knows it, but formerly many persons wore left, in tho
magnetic si ite through tho total ignorance of those rules, and
■IO s.t lei cd pains for several days.
1 .ua very glad to bo able to give those explanations, and
hope they miy prove useful to many. If not, I shall bo happy
to answer further questions.
Parts
(Mrs.) B. in: Laveusay.
An Ancimt Egyptian Heretical Pharaoh.—A Rejoinder.

Sit:,—Your correspondent, Mr. Alfred C. Bryant, B.A., in
"I.a.hi ' of August 4th, takes nte somewhat sovoroly lotask
for my in leeurueies in tho spelling of Egyptian proper names.
In some of thetu it may be so ; but, seeing that “ authorities ”
in Egyptology are by no moans agreed as to the nomenclature
usee, in th? transliteration of ancient. Egyptian proper names, a
■ ■: .’.’(•.•i.'.'y perplexed in knowing which to use. For
instance, Mr. Bryant says : “ Tell-el- Amarna " should properly
be ' Tel-el-Aumrn.t.” (Sayce, “Tho Higher Criticism,” Ac.)
But in an article contributed by Professor Sayce, and printed
in Professor Petrie's work, from which I quoted, ho spells
" l\l-el-Amarna." while F. C. J. Spurroll, F.G.S., and F. LI.
Griffith, along with Dr. Petrie, spell the words “ Tell-olAinarna. ’ Tho old proverb applies hero, which runs thus :
“ When doctors disagree, who shall decide ?" But. suoh errors,
if errors they are, are trivial in a popular article such as mino,
written, not for Egyptologists, but for the readers of “Light.”
Your correspondent says: “A more serious error is the
mistranslation of the title dn/.7i rat intuit." I am not able to
translate Egyptian hieroglyphs myself, and, if I were, T should
hesitate to supersede a translation used by such an authority as
Dr. Petrie, Professor of Egyptology in tho London University,
whom one would naturally suppose to have tho best talent at
hand to aid his own scholastic acquirements in this special hold
of scientific research. There is a very wide difference between
your correspondent’s version of “whoso essence is Law,” that is
to say, “who is unchangeable," and Dr. Petrie's simplo and
understandable ‘ * Living in tho Truth ” ; and I prefer to follow
and accept Professor Petrie, rather than any representative of
the “Society of Biblical A rcha-ology for if there is one thing
that comes out more clearly than another in the character and
works of this learned Professor it is his love and appreciation of
accuracy ; and it is this element, in my view, that charms and
fascinates the student of Egyptology.
Notwithstanding the adverse criticism of Air. A. C. Bryant,
I adhere to what I gave forth in my former paper, and leave it
to your readers to judge for themselves,
those who are
sufficiently interested in the subject, after reading the work
which I utilised, viz., “Tell-el-Amarna,” by IV. M. Flinders
Petrie, D.C.L. (Methuen and Co., London, 1894).
Willia.ii Oxley.
Vaccination.

Silt,—May I bo permitted to put a question in your most
estimable paper, viz., What is tho view taken by the bulk of the
Spiritualists on the question of vaccination ? And,also, whether
there has been a preponderance in tho communications received
from the spirits in favour of or against it ?
G RINGS.
Casilla, Cl, San Fernando, Chili, South America.
•lune 24th, 1894,
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unit III/ aii/mi'li'll/ their si'./miluret tn theti' cumtinhl/l',
trillion io tlienr rrtiilirrinr.nlK often ooni/ulmin to
‘""ni1'
I.uh.m::. No notin' rercivcd In I re than the ilmt
'J;
nure of udmi^on.}
I“"“ ”• 7'l(eV.

"»
Stkati-'oiid Society ok Si-iritualists, WorKm ,
W1..I- II ill I.ANE, Sthati-’ohii, E. Mootings fruu, 0V1,|,’’M|.|
al 7 o'clock. Mr. Butcher gave an ublo discourse I V
■
grimily iiil.orimting a good audionoo.

interesting us all by his remarks upon ‘ ‘ I Im Facts of g.,- Sii
ism." Next Sunday, al. 7 p.m., address by Mr. T. |.'S'
followed by obiirvoyatlco by Miss MoCroadio. Aligns J'jlf,
Mr. W. T. Cooper ; September 2nd, Mr. .1. .1. Morse. —i/A
Surrey Masonic Hall, Oamiier-Wei.i, New-hoad, .•/
Weodemoyor was with us on Sunday, and in tho tnornitj^ ■
llm members' sdanco, her guides gave many excellent clairVl,':".
descriptions. Al. tho evening meeting, if opportunity ,
offered, a publie example of tlm healing art was to luivoI,*4’’
shown by Mrs. Weodemoyor, but failing to find a subject f:
tlm exorcise of her gifts, Mr. Long's control gave uh
upon “ Man and his Destiny." Sunday next, a spirit circ|j
'ill p.m.— Charles M. Payne, lion. Sec.
II..
14, Din’iiAim-uoAt>, Askicw-iioad, Shepherd's Bush, W.
At our service on Sunday last, Mrs. Mason’s guirk
gave very successful clairvoyant descriptions of spirit fri^J
present, nearly' all boing'rocognisod. On Sunday next, at 7 p
Mr. l’ortman ; Tuesday, at 8 p.m., stance, Mrs. Mason'
August 26th, Mrs. Spring. Owing to numbers being un^'
to gain admission on the last occasion, Mrs. Mason will give,
second seance at 245, Kentish Town-road, on Thursday, kJ
tember fith, at 8 p.m. Tickets to bo had of Mr. Warren and <,[
Mrs. Mason.—J. 11. B., Hon. Sec.
Chepstow Hall, High-street, Peckham.—On Sunday
evening Mr. Campbell gave an interesting lecture on
“Astrology.” His opening remarks wore chiefly confinedk
dealing with tho objections of people generally, who in all pro
bability had never given an hour’s study to tho science. Many
historical horoscopes were referred to for tho purpose o|
proving t,hat astrology was a demonstrable fact; and in those
cases whore tho characteristics of tho individual failed In
correspond with the forecast of the horoscope, the lecturer con
tended that it was invariably found that the wrong time of birth
had been given. Tho horoscope of Mrs. Besant was exhibited
and formed tho illustration of the evening. Tho aspects of the
different houses were described and shown how they affocted hei
various moods and charactor. Tho only inference to bo drwn
from tho discourse was that man, whether good, bad, or in
different, was simply chat which the configuration on tho planets
at tho time of birth had made him, and was consequently irre
sponsible. This point will be referred to in an address on
“ Theosophy v. Spiritualism ” on Sunday week. On Tuesday,
at 8.1)0 p.m,, Miss L. Gambrill, medium, open circle ;ani
magnetic healing by Mr. .Edwards. On Sunday, at 6.30 p.m,
Mr. Andy will preside; subject, “Personal Experiences in
Spiritualism.” Will members kindly note that subscription!
aro duo ?—W. H. E.
The Spiritualists’ International Corresponding Socim
—Information and assistance given to inquirers into Spiritualism.
Literature on tho subject and list of members will be sent on
receipt of stamped envelope by any of tho following International
Committoe :—Africa, Mr. B. Stead, care of Hazell, Ballan <tCo.,
Kimberley ; America, Mrs. M. R. Palmer, 3101, North Broadstreet, Philadelphia; Argentine Republic, Sr. Don A. Ugarte,
.President “ Fraterninad ” Society, Buenos Ayres ; Australia,
Mr.H.Junor Browne,“The Grand Hotel,” Melbourne; Belgium,
Mons. F. Paulsen, Spiritualistic Federation of Liege, Angle®
loz-Lidge; Brazil, Sr. Don A. C. Munhoz, Director do "A
Luz,” Curityba ; Canada, Captain G. W. Walrond, 198, Lockestreet, ’Hamilton, Ontario ; France, P. G. Leymarie, 1, llw
Cliabauais, Paris; Germany, E. Schloeliauer, 1, Monbijou-pluce,
Berlin, N.; Holland, Den Herr Van Straaten, to Apeldoorn,
Middellaan, 682 ; India, Mr. T. Hatton, State Cotton Mills,
Baroda ; Italy, Signor M. Falcomer. President “ Annonu
Spiritista,” Termano ; Mexico, Dr. L. E. Calleja, Director de
“ Lux ex Tenebris,” Puerto de Vora Cruz ; New Zealand, Mr.1. 11. Graham, Huntley, Waikato; Norway, IlerrTorestenson,
“ Advocate," Christiania ; Russia, M. Etienne Gei-spitz, Grande
Belozerski, No. 7, Lod. 6, St. Petersburg ; Spain, Sr. Do”
E. E. Garcia, Hits, 6, Bajo izqda, Madrid; Sweden, Herr MFidler, Gothenburg; Switzerland, M. L. Gardy, Geneva:
England, J. Allen, Hon. Sec., 13, Berkoley-terrace, WW0
Post-lane, Manor Park, Essex; or W. C. Robson, French
correspondent, 1(16, Rye Hill, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
The welfare of society is marred by narrowness of miiul w
conduct. Not only is its intellectual growth crainpcd mi'1
hindered, its moral and social character is also deteriorated.

